

















































to lunar surface Transit
Sample Collection
7-14 d at Moon
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Surface assets from 
Cislunar spacecraft

































• Crewed spacecraft operating in cis-lunar space
• Crew transit to Cis-lunars pacecraft in Orion
• Sample return mission launched on EELV, transits to moon 
and performs descent to surface
• Crew in Cislunar spacecraft begin teleoperation to collect 
lunar samples
• Sample collection rover loads samples into Lunar Ascent 
Vehicle (LAV)
• LAV performs ascent to proximity of  Cis-lunar spacecraft
• Sample grappled and transferred into Cis-lunar spacecraft
• Crew and samples depart Cis-lunar spacecraft and return to 
Earth
• Direct teleoperation of surface sampling 
system from Cis-lunar spacecraft greatly 
reduces communications latency
• Small rover(s) may continue to be operated 
over extended duration after crew departs if 
the cis-lunar spacecraft provides 
communications relay capability to Earth
• SLS
• Orion + Crew
• Robotic mission launch 
vehicle
• Robotic lander with rover, 
sample cpntainer and lunar 
ascent vehicle
• Cis-lunar spacecraft
Landing Robotic Sample Collection RNDZ, grapple and transfer sample to Waypoint






















Continued teleoperation of 
science rover by crew

































to lunar surface Transit
Sample Collection
7-14 d at Moon
Ascent Stage




Descent by Lander Ascent with Samples
Insertion into 
cislunar space Crew teleoperation of
Surface assets from 
Orion

































• No other spacecraft operating in cis-lunar space
• Crew transit to Cis-lunar space and operates mission from 
Orion
• Sample return mission launched on EELV, transits to moon 
and performs descent to surface
• Crew in Orion teleoperation to collect lunar samples
• Sample collection rover loads samples into Lunar Ascent 
Vehicle (LAV)
• LAV performs ascent to proximity of  Orion
• Sample grappled and transferred into Orion
• Crew and samples depart Cis-lunar space and return to 
Earth
• Direct teleoperation of surface sampling 
system from Orion greatly reduces 
communications latency
• Sampling rover could continue to be operated 
if a communications relay is available to 
Earth
• SLS
• Orion + Crew
• Robotic mission launch 
vehicle
• Robotic lander with rover, 
sample cpntainer and lunar 
ascent vehicle
Landing Robotic Sample Collection RNDZ, grapple and transfer sample to Waypoint





























Teleoperation of sample 
collection rover

































































Sample canister     
GWSC robotic arm (Grapple) 
EVA capability (airlock + EVA suits)  Orion  GWSC Node
Sample Transfer Airlock  On GWSC  On GWSC
Docking Port  On GWSC
Rendezvous functionality (GN&C, 
ACS, Propulsion, communications)  Orion  Robonaut  Gateway  SRV  SRV
Orion  Active chase
s/c, EVA capable    
Robonaut  Active chaser; 
RNDZ capability
Sample Acquisition System     

























ACS, Propulsion, communications)  Orion  Orion














1. Orion performs RNDZ 
with SRV
2Crew performs EVA to retrieve 
sample container (OS)
3. Orion returns to Cis-lunar 



















1. Cis-lunar spacecraft sends 
Robonaut with jetpack to SRV
3. Robonaut returns to Cis-lunar spacecraft 
and places samples in sample airlock for 
IVA transfer





















1. Active Cis-lunar spacecraft 
rendezvous with SRV after it 
arrives at L2
2. Cis-lunar spacecraft 
grapples SRV 
(does not berth)
4. Return to 
GWSC
















1. Active SRV rendezvous with Cis-
lunar spacecraftafter it arrives at 
L2
3. EVA sample transfer
2. Cis-lunar spacecraft 
captures OS 
(does not berth)
3. Capture device places samples in transfer 




















1. Active SRV rendezvous with Cis-
lunar spacecraft

























1. Orion performs RNDZ 
with LAV
2. Simple grapple fixture launched 
with Orion 3. Sample transfer airlock into Orion 
Option G Details
with SRV; Returns OS to Sample Transfer Airlock











1. Orion performs RNDZ 
with LAV
2. Simple grapple fixture launched 























































Mass impact to GWSC  None ~ 500 kg ‐ Robonaut
support + sample xfer lock 
+ prop











Mass impact to SRV None None None ~60 kg RNDZ sys and prop ~100 kg RNDZ, docking 
systems + prop























































































































Transportation ETO: EELV SLS/Commercial International
TLI: Existing US New Chem US SEP
LOI: Re‐light US dedicated LOI stage Add capability to descent‐landing stage
Intermediate Staging Location L‐point HLO LLO None ‐LSR direct to surface
Descent/Landing Single stage chem multi‐stage solid/chem
Lander reusability Yes/some none
Surface Mission Duration Hours Lunar Daylight Thru lunar night(s)
Sample acquisition method Lander mounted (robotic arms/drills) tethered mobility independent mobility
Sample mass <1kg 1‐5 kg 5 kg+
Sample segregation Individually sealed samples physically separated samples no sample segregation
Surface/ascent sample environment actively conditioned passively conditioned unconditioned
Additional surface science Science conducted during sampling Science continuing after sample departure none
Ascent/TEI propulsion Solid rocket solid‐chemical chemical chemical‐SEP
Intermediate return orbit L‐point HLO LLO none
Return mode Direct return to Earth Rendezvous with a separate sample return spacecraft
Rendezvous return mode:
Post‐ascent spacecraft unguided‐passive active comm only active comm and attitude
Rendezvous /capture technique simplified physical capture manual capture‐berthing autonomous docking none
Sample transfer technique EVA‐manual transfer airlock none (external stow?)
Direct return mode:
Post‐TEI spacecraft unguided‐passive active comm only comm, attitude control and propulsion
Earth encounter mode direct entry capture/Earth orbit rendezvous

































5 kg sample mass
 12.4 kg Sample Container 
(+ sample) mass
12.4  kg Sample Container mass + 
hypergol ascent propulsion to L2
 250 kg Ascent Stage mass
250 kg Ascent Stage mass +
100 kg sample collection system and 
other science + biprop landing stage
3200 kg Lander mass/ injected mass
Extensibility to Mars and Asteroid Sample Returns
 Mars sample return
– Sample retrieved in cis‐lunar space
– Sample rendezvous and capture techniques similar 
to those for lunar mission
– Planetary protection protocols must be followed
– Sample likely placed into second container for transport back to Earth
– Sample returned to Earth in the Orion spacecraft
 Asteroid sample return
– Two scenarios
• Robotic spacecraft brings sample from asteroid to 
Cis‐lunar space
– Sample retrieved in manner similar to lunar samples
• Asteroid is transported to Cis‐lunar spacevia an in‐space tug
– Surface samples retrieved via EVA and EVR
– Planetary protocols may or may not be necessary
– Sample returned to Earth in the Orion spacecraft
